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1: Forty Stories by Donald Barthelme â€“ serious frivolity | Books | The Guardian
Donald Barthelme (April 7, - July 23, ) was an American short story writer and novelist known for his playful,
postmodernist style of short www.enganchecubano.comlme also worked as a newspaper reporter for the Houston Post,
was managing editor of Location magazine, director of the Contemporary Arts Museum in Houston (), co-founder of
Fiction (with Mark Mirsky and the assistance.

Taken from his Unspeakable Practices, Unnatural Acts collection the story is narrated in the first person by an
unnamed narrator and from the beginning of the story the reader realises that Barthelme may be exploring the
theme of isolation. Shotwell is not prepared to allow the narrator to participate in his game of jacks rather he
prefers to play the game alone without allowing the narrator to be involved. It is also interesting that while
both men are in the bunker they feel the need to hold each other when attempting to sleep. This may be
important as it is possible that Barthelme is suggesting that should an individual be isolated from the world
around them they still have an innate need to feel comforted, reassured or connected to another human being.
It is also possible that Barthelme is suggesting that it is not only individuals who may have a need to feel
connected to the world around them but countries too may also have a need to feel connected to one another.
Though at the time the story was published the Cold War would have been at its height and rather than the
world being connected or united there was a sense of isolation or at least a sense of division particularly
between America and the Soviet Union. Barthelme also appears to be exploring the theme of hostility and trust
or rather the lack of it. This may also be important as Barthelme could again be using the characters in the
story to highlight to the reader the hostility and mistrust that existed between America and the Soviet Union,
again at the time the story was published. Just as the narrator may not trust Shotwell likewise America did not
trust the Soviet Union. The fact that the narrator also begins to suspect that both he and Shotwell may be part
of an experiment could also be important as not only does it suggest that the narrator is beginning to have
doubts as to what his true purpose in the bunker is but he may also be disillusioned with those who are in
authority and may not necessarily be as trusting of them. Which is also ironic as again it would appear that the
narrator does not trust those his superiors who are supposed to be on his side. There is also some symbolism in
the story which may be important. The bird is obvious symbolism for a missile most likely nuclear which in
many ways is also ironic as a bird, particularly in literature, is usually associated with freedom however on
this occasion Barthelme may be suggesting that rather than being used as a symbol of freedom the bird
represents the capacity for destruction that existed at the height of the Cold War. It may also be symbolically
important that the reader is aware that while Shotwell is playing jacks he is counting onesies, twosies,
threesies, foursies. It is possible that by providing the reader with this information Barthelme is symbolically
suggesting the idea of a countdown or a period of time till the missile is actually fired. Though the
consequences were more severe with mutual assured destruction guaranteed for both countries should either
country fire a nuclear missile at the other. As to why Shotwell may want to do this is unclear however it is
possible that Shotwell having been isolated from the outside world for so long is no longer thinking clearly or
lucidly. Which could be the point that Barthelme is attempting to make. Just as the narrator and Shotwell may
be heading towards madness Barthelme may also be suggesting that those with a responsibility or who may
have authority when it comes to the decision to fire a nuclear weapon may likewise be of unsound mind and
consider their actions to be no more than a game. Cite Post McManus, Dermot. The Sitting Bee, 11 Oct.
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2: Donald Barthelme | American writer | www.enganchecubano.com
Donald Barthelme is the father of postmodern fiction and funny as all hell. This page represents everything I could find
written by him on the web, some select extra commentary, and some stories I scanned myself or others contributed.

Life[ edit ] Donald Barthelme was born in Philadelphia in His father and mother were fellow students at the
University of Pennsylvania. In , as a student, he wrote his first articles for the Houston Post. Two years later,
Barthelme was drafted into the U. Once back, he continued his studies at the University of Houston studying
philosophy. Although he continued to take classes until , he never received a degree. In later years they would
have tremendous arguments about the kinds of literature in which Barthelme was interested and which he
wrote. While in many ways his father was avant-garde in art and aesthetics , he did not approve of the
postmodern and deconstruction schools. His brothers Frederick born and Steven born are also respected fiction
writers. Personal life[ edit ] He married four times. The Genesis of a Cool Sound, published in Marion and
Donald remained married until his death, in , from throat cancer. Written in October , it was the first of his
stories to be published. In , Barthelme collected his early stories in Come Back, Dr. Caligari, for which he
received considerable critical acclaim as an innovator of the short story form. His styleâ€”fictional and
popular figures in absurd situations, e. Barthelme continued his success in the short story form with
Unspeakable Practices, Unnatural Acts The narrator inflates a giant, irregular balloon over most of Manhattan
, causing widely divergent reactions in the populace. Children play across its top, enjoying it literally on a
surface level; adults attempt to read meaning into it but are baffled by its ever-changing shape; the authorities
attempt to destroy it but fail. Barthelme would go on to write over a hundred more short stories, first collected
in City Life , Sadness , Amateurs , Great Days , and Overnight to Many Distant Cities Many of these stories
were later reprinted and slightly revised for the collections Sixty Stories , Forty Stories , and posthumously,
Flying to America Though primarily known for these stories, Barthelme also produced four novels:
Barthelme also wrote the non-fiction book Guilty Pleasures His other writings have been posthumously
gathered into two collections, The Teachings of Don B.: The Essays and Interviews The critic George Wicks
called Barthelme "the leading American practitioner of surrealism today The great bulk of his work was
published in The New Yorker. In , he began to publish short stories collections beginning with Come Back,
Dr. She writes, "This from a writer of arguable genius whose works reflect what he himself must feel, in book
after book, that his brain is all fragments The narrator states and repeats the phrase, "Fragments are the only
forms I trust. Another Barthelme device was breaking up a tale with illustrations culled from mostly popular
19th-century publications, collaged, and appended with ironic captions. Barthelme called his cutting up and
pasting together pictures "a secret vice gone public. At the University of Houston, Barthelme became known
as a sensitive, creative, and encouraging mentor to young creative writing students even as he continued his
own writings. Thomas Cobb , one of his students, published his doctoral dissertation Crazy Heart in partly
basing the main character on Barthelme. Throughout other interviews in the same collection, Barthelme
reiterates a number of the same names and also mentions several others, occasionally expanding on why these
writers were important for him.
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3: Read â€œThe School,â€• a Short Story by Donald Barthelme â€“ Biblioklept
The School from Sixty Stories by Donald Barthelme. Well, we had all these children out planting trees, see, because we
figured that that was part of their education, to see how, you know, the.

Many are the stories I found wickedly astute, including these two: REPO Dazzling collection of postmodern
blisters and blasters, usually as short as three, four or five pages but some as long as twelve pages, stories
written in dialogue or lists or letters or narrative, covering topics from highbrow culture to the lowbrow
scuzzy, from the everyday to the sensational and historic, an innovative collection from one of the most
perceptive wordsmiths ever to put pen to paper or fingers to typewriter. The Cleveland meeting of engineers
takes place at a motel, very appropriate since the whole phenomenon of motels, those small, cheap, tacky
roadside hotels with a swimming pool out back, were also at their peak in the late s. Hundreds of engineers
attend the meeting and as soon as our narrator walks in, he beholds chaos: On top of this, he also sees most of
those hundreds of engineers have their arms, legs or other body parts in plaster casts due to various kinds of
multiple fractures. This bit of absurdity is truly cartoonish, and to top it off, the narrator tells us the engineers
are friendly. Of course those beer drinking, bread throwing engineers are friendly - friendly on the surface,
that is, since their jolly laughter and all those jovial smiles are effective ways to maintain a lighthearted,
uncritical attitude toward the destructive, tragic power and death-dealing consequences of their calculations
and measurements. When the narrator states his line is software and how he wants to know what they are
doing, the chief engineer begins his reply: We will open our hearts and heads to you, Software Man, because
we want to be understood and loved by the great lay public, and have our marvels appreciated by that public,
for which we daily unsung produce tons of new marvels each more life-enhancing than the last. A Sucker is
Born Every Day: The fog of words is so thick he gets Software Man to leave with a smile on his face. Here are
a number of themes I see contained in its mere seven pages: America, land of genocide Why are Indians
attacking an American city in the 20th century? Is this a mental defending of past history, a defending or
justifying the genocide of the Native Americans in previous centuries? In the late s, the time when this story
was first published, photographs of Americans torturing Vietnamese first began appearing fairly regularly in
magazines and newspapers. Additionally, I recall how during the late s , Saturday morning cartoons switched
from funny to hyper-violent, which caused outrage among some to ask: This mental jumping from the
beautiful to the repugnant, from people to objects, treating everything, irrespective of content, with the same
emotional neutrality sounds like a grotesque form of postmodern leveling. Personally, this is one big reason
have always refused to watch commercial television: America, land of the racist Bob tells us: Stupid to the
core, Bob blithely dehumanizes others by his racism and barely realizes he is doing so. John Gardner wrote
how Barthelme lacked a moral sense. What the hell were you thinking, John?! America, the land of hard drugs
To combat the uprising, Bob notes: Ironically, the outrage over the widespread use of hard drugs began once
drug usage and addiction entered the fabric of middle class suburbia. America, the land of booze and passion
Bob actively participates in more extreme torture. Bob simply gets more and more drunk and falls more and
more in love. Even when he hears children have been killed in masses, Bob barely reacts. Have some more
booze, Bob, as that will solve all your problems.
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4: A Close Reading of the Best Short Story Ever Written | Literary Hub
In The School by Donald Barthelme we have the theme of uncertainty, innocence, mortality, fear, curiosity and
reassurance. Taken from his Amateurs collection the story is narrated in the first person by a teacher called Edgar and
after reading the story the reader realises that Barthelme may be exploring the theme of uncertainty and curiosity.

His work hardly fit into any traditional niche. The short story, even in the hands of Chekhov and Joyce, had
always been the most conservative of all literary genres, the most tied to nineteenth-century conventions of
incident and character, the least given to formal or technical innovation. Where the traditional story took for
granted the difference between the solid world out there and the imaginary world that tried to imitate it,
Borges willfully confounded them. Today there is not much life in the old kind of story, though some good
ones and many bad ones continue to be written. This sort of well-crafted object, which used to be the staple of
dozens of now-defunct magazines, became so moribund in the sixties that it will now probably experience a
mild resurgence, since changes in culture often proceed like swings of the pendulum. But the publication in of
anthologies like Superfiction by Joe David Bellamy and Statements by members of the Fiction Collective
confirms that our younger and more talented fiction writers have by no means abandoned the experimental
impulse, though it may sometimes take them in wayward and even fruitless directions. Like so much of what
emerged from the sixties, fiction today is a lesson in the uses of liberation. Whatever the results and I intend to
stress their current limitations , they remain inherently superior to a return to the old stringent molds, which
conservative pundits are always ready to reimpose. The progress of American fiction in the s conjoined two
different but related insurgencies against the constraints of traditional form, and against the cautious realism
and psychological inwardness that had been dominant since the second world war. In all these books the grand
raw materials of history, politics, literary tradition, and personal identity were transposed into fantasy, black or
obscene humor, and apocalyptic personal expression. Catch not only did not lie about war, it scarcely even
exaggerated. Portnoy is not fair to his mother but he is true to her, even as he caricatures and mythicizes her.
Between and American fiction, following its Latin American counterpart, entered a new and more unexpected
phase, which was also a more deliberately experimental one. For convenience we can call this the Borgesian
phase, though Borges has not been the only model for the short, sometimes dazzlingly short, and multi-layered
fiction that is involved. All tended to eliminate or use ironically the realistic matrix in which most works of
fiction are embeddedâ€”the life-like quality that gives them credibility and coherence, the thematic
explicitness that gives them the gratifying feel of significance. They fall into inaccessibility, abstraction, or
mere cleverness, substituting the dreck of literary self-consciousness for that of popular realism. Another
regressus in infinitum! Self-consciousness has always been a key element in modern art, however, and in
fiction as Robert Alter has demonstrated anew in Partial Magic it has a long ancestry that goes back beyond
modernism to Diderot, Sterne, and Cervantes, a tradition that sometimes makes nineteenth-century realism
look like a mere episode. This happens when artists mimic other artists without fully appropriating them, or
when they make their concerns as artists their exclusive subject. We need to hold fast to the distinction, often
hard to apply, between experiment for its own sake, out of touch with any lived reality, and experiments that
create genuinely new ways of seeing. They aimed to cut the reader off, to keep him guessing and thinking, to
make him angry. His novel Snow White was a book that adamantly refused to go anywhere at all. Without
benefit of plot, characters, or even much of the sober-zany humor of the stories in his first book, Come Back,
Dr. Caligari , the novel mainly limited itself to fragmentary take-offs on a huge variety of rhetorical styles and
verbal trash. It was a minor-league version of what Ezra Pound saw in Ulysses, a species of encyclopedic
satire; the book was all language, and at least on first acquaintance it seemed certain that the language was just
not good enough to carry it. The entire section is 5, words.
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5: www.enganchecubano.com: Forty Stories (Penguin Classics) (): Donald Barthelme, Dave Eggers: Books
Donald Barthelme ( ) was an American writer known for his postmodern, surrealistic style. He published more than
stories in his lifetime, many of which were quite compact, making him an important influence on contemporary flash
fiction. Barthelme's story is shortâ€”only about 1,

And what, you may ask, are those two Donald Barthelme stories? Chablis and The New Owner. And I really,
really, really had a blast doing the write-up of each of these yummy chocolate snappers. After sampling as per
below, you might even consider picking up the entire box of forty: Our first-person narrator lets it be known
quite emphatically he is happy remaining a husband and father he has an almost 2-year-old baby girl , rather
than becoming a husband, father and dog-owner. But, damn, his wife says not only does she want a dog but
now the baby wants a dog. One way to read this Barthelme shorty is as Raymond Carver parody. Bah, Bah,
Black Sheep: His wife tells him the kind of dog the baby wants is a Carin terrier since a Carin terrier is a good
Presbyterian just like herself and the baby. There were five children in my family and the males rotated the
position of black sheep among us, the oldest one being the black sheep for a while while he was in his DWI
period or whatever and then getting grayer as he maybe got a job or was in the service and then finally
becoming a white sheep when he got married and had a grandchild. My sister was never a black sheep because
she was a girl. Although he told his wife a baby was too expensive, those women will wear a man down, even
if it takes years, and this is exactly what happened to him. So, he hangs around and hugs the baby named
Joanna, every chance he gets. Oh, Joanna - welcome to Carver country, even parody Carver country, where
you sit around all day watching television. Back on the dog. We sense our narrator on the cusp of a little
Carver country male rage when he reflects how he can see himself walking all over their subdivision hunting
down his damn runaway terrier, a little brown dog named Michael, a possibly rabid dog, a dog that might even
have bitten someone in the subdivision. He sits in his second-floor den at his desk at five-thirty in the
morning, looking out the window at the joggers, worrying, worrying about Joanna jamming a kitchen knife
into an electric socket or worrying about Joanna eating her crayons, all the time smoking and drinking Gallo
Chablis. Gallo Chablis â€” at least Donald Barthelme lets his narrator drink a glass of Chablis instead of beer.
Maybe our narrator is even a regular reader of the New Yorker. Well that was one time when he did something
right for a change. He pats himself on the back and goes to check on the baby. The story ends here on an
upbeat one of the advantages of drinking Chablis instead of beer, perhaps? Oh, no, little rent bills start
appearing in the mailboxes, the rent goes up and the heat goes down. Bicycles must be removed from the
halls; shopping carts must be removed from the halls. Oh, Donald Barthelme, you have touched on one very
raw nerve here. Your old super is great; he takes out the garbage, keeps the halls mopped and fixes all the
things needing fixing. Was that him arguing with the new landlord at Now you have a new super you never
see â€” garbage piles up, halls are a mess and because the new landlord stopped the extermination service, the
roaches begin taking over. No doubt about it â€” the new landlord wants you out. The new landlord gives you
and your neighbors a new month-to-month lease. He places a clear plastic cover, locked, over the thermostat.
You are still young and working but how about Levon and Priscilla, the old couple upstairs? Lots of fear and
trembling, to be sure. May a good wind blow him to hell. For me, this story of an evil landlord is the bare
bones many other writers could use to write their own ten to twenty page stories. Donald Barthelme captures
some real magic by compressing the drama into less than three pages. No wonder William H. Gass said he set
the ground for an entire genre of flash fiction.
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6: Donald Barthelme Barthelme, Donald - Essay - www.enganchecubano.com
"The School"by Donald Barthelme Well, we had all these children out planting trees, see, because we figured that that
was part of their education, to see how, you know, the root systems and also the sense of responsibility, taking care of
things, being individually responsible.

Well, we had all these children out planting trees, see, because we figured that â€¦ that was part of their
education, to see how, you know, the root systems â€¦ and also the sense of responsibility, taking care of
things, being individually responsible. You know what I mean. And the trees all died. They were orange trees.
We complained about it. All these kids looking at these little brown sticks, it was depressing. But I think that
the snakes â€” well, the reason that the snakes kicked off was that â€¦ you remember, the boiler was shut off
for four days because of the strike, and that was explicable. It was something you could explain to the kids
because of the strike. I mean, none of their parents would let them cross the picket line and they knew there
was a strike going on and what it meant. With the herb gardens it was probably a case of overwatering, and at
least now they know not to overwater. I mean, it was something that crossed our minds. We were thinking that
way probably because before that the gerbils had died, and the white mice had died, and the salamander â€¦
well, now they know not to carry them around in plastic bags. Of course we expected the tropical fish to die,
that was no surprise. But the lesson plan called for a tropical fish input at that point, there was nothing we
could do, it happens every year, you just have to hurry past it. So we had this puppy. They named it Edgar â€”
that is, they named it after me. They enjoyed the ambiguity. I enjoyed it myself. They made a little house for it
in the supply closet and all that. I got it out of there before the kids got to school. I checked the supply closet
each morning, routinely, because I knew what was going to happen. I gave it to the custodian. And then there
was this Korean orphan that the class adopted through the Help the Children program, all the kids brought in a
quarter a month, that was the idea. The class took it pretty hard, they began I think, nobody ever said anything
to me directly to feel that maybe there was something wrong with the school. It was just a run of bad luck. We
had an extraordinary number of parents passing away, for instance. There were I think two heart attacks and
two suicides, one drowning, and four killed together in a car accident. And we had the usual heavy mortality
rate among the grandparents, or maybe it was heavier this year, it seemed so. And finally the tragedy. There
were all these big wooden beams stacked, you know, at the edge of the excavation. One day, we had a
discussion in class. They asked me, where did they go? The trees, the salamander, the tropical fish, Edgar, the
poppas and mommas, Matthew and Tony, where did they go? And they said, who knows? And they said, is
death that which gives meaning to life? And I said no, life is that which gives meaning to life. I said, it is.
They said, will you make love now with Helen our teaching assistant so that we can see how it is done? We
know you like Helen. I do like Helen but I said that I would not. I said I would be fired and that it was never,
or almost never, done as a demonstration. Helen looked out the window. They said, please, please make love
with Helen, we require an assertion of value, we are frightened. Helen came and embraced me. I kissed her a
few times on the brow. We held each other. The children were excited. Then there was a knock on the door, I
opened the door, and the new gerbil walked in. The children cheered wildly.
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7: Short Story Analysis: Game by Donald Barthelme - The Sitting Bee
With these audacious and murderous witty stories, Donald Barthelme threw the preoccupation of our time into the
literary equivalent of a Cuisinart and served up a gorgeous salad of American culture, high and low.

Click to share on Pocket Opens in new window I was introduced to Donald Barthelme in college, in a writing
workshop with the novelist Robert Cohen. On the one hand, after what seemed at the time like a long lifetime
full of reading, I had suddenly found something I had never seen before. These stories seemed like magic; they
tugged on the throat and stomach, while also being funny, while also arching a brow, by which I mean to say
they were and are my perfect emotional cocktail. On the other hand, I despaired, because obviously I was
never going to be a writer, because obviously I could never do what Barthleme had done, holy shit, how had
he done this, I had better throw in the towel now! I understand this fully. I say this because I know it to be
true. You may have your own best short story. It is very brief, just over 1, words, which is rare for a story this
affecting, but not particularly rare for Barthelme. The format is instantly recognizable: Something bad
happens; something worse happens; something even worse than that happens next. This is also the format of
many jokes. The story begins like this: Article continues after advertisement Well, we had all these children
out planting trees, see, because we figured that. You know what I mean. And the trees all died. They were
orange trees. We complained about it. All these kids looking at these little brown sticks, it was depressing.
Immediately, with no set up, we are dropped into a distinctive but recognizable first person tone: We are also,
of course, introduced to the notion of things dying. According to the online Symbolism Wiki this exists the
orange tree is a symbol of generosity and wisdom and sometimes purity. Take this with a grain of salt, of
course, for all the usual reasons and because there is a misspelling in this entry. Even if true, I doubt
Barthelme was thinking of the symbolism. Orange trees are kind of lovely, and kind of odd, and the kind of
things kids in Florida would probably want to plant. More specific than generic trees, and sweeter. That is
enough, I think. Anyway, next we are told that all the snakes have also died what kind of school has multiple
snakes, I wonder? The strike, which is never mentioned again, gives us just a small hint of turmoil in the
world outside the school. It could just be a little color, a way to explain away the snake deaths. Either way, it
seems unlikely that the snakes would die after only four days. They are usually pretty resilient. Then we hear
about the herb gardens, which have either been overwatered or sabotaged, and then, as if in afterthought, we
are reminded about the gerbils, mice, and the salamander, who have also died this year. All of this is still in
retrospect, a retelling. Of course we expected the tropical fish to die, that was no surprise. But the lesson plan
called for a tropical fish input at that point, there was nothing we could do, it happens every year, you just
have to hurry past it. How chilling is that sentence, all alone as its own paragraph! You know it with dread and
with excited anticipation, because how will this one die? In order to stave off what might be the increased
sadness in the reader, on the scale of herbs to fish to puppy, Barthelme infuses the puppy with some real
delight. They named it Edgarâ€”that is, they named it after me. They enjoyed the ambiguity. I enjoyed it
myself. They made a little house for it in the supply closet and all that. I would tattoo it on my body were I not
too afraid of pain to even have my ears pierced. Apparently distemper is a real viral disease in dogs and cats,
and seals, and skunks, and pandas, and a variety of other animals and is also known as hardpad disease. I did
not know any of this until this very moment. We all enjoy ambiguity. Everyone in this story suffers from a sort
of distemper. On to the Korean orphan. Oh god, you think. We had an extraordinary number of parents
passing away, for instance. There were I think two heart attacks and two suicides, one drowning, and four
killed together in a car accident. And we had the usual heavy mortality rate among the grandparents, or maybe
it was heavier this year, it seemed so. And finally the tragedy. We know, of course, what this must be. There
were all these big wooden beams stacked, you know, at the edge of the excavation. After this diffuse and
reflectiveâ€”and actually quite sadâ€”moment, Barthelme backtracks to say: I can only marvel here, as he has
somehow made the fatal knifing of the father of a young boy a laugh line. I mean, I laughed. So, slight
backtrack, and then the hinge, which allows us to slide into the conclusion: One day, we had a discussion in
class. They asked me, where did they go? The trees, the salamander, the tropical fish, Edgar, the poppas and
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mommas, Matthew and Tony, where did they go? And they said, who knows? And they said, is death that
which gives meaning to life? And I said no, life is that which gives meaning to life. I said, it is. We are
plunged into an entirely new mode. It is as if we have passed through a door. They said, will you make love
now with Helen our teaching assistant so that we can see how it is done? We know you like Helen. I do like
Helen but I said that I would not. I said I would be fired and that it was never, or almost never, done as a
demonstration. Helen looked out the window. They said, please, please make love with Helen, we require an
assertion of value, we are frightened. After all, what could be said to be the opposite of death but sex, and that
which it produces? It makes emotional sense but not logical senseâ€”even though, as Saunders points out in
his aforementioned essay, there was no Helen until she was conjured here, in the fourth-to-last paragraph. But
in fact, there have been no ellipses since we transitioned into recounting the deaths of humans. Even our
narrator can pull it together when necessary. Helen came and embraced me. I kissed her a few times on the
brow. We held each other. The children were excited. Then there was a knock on the door, I opened the door,
and the new gerbil walked in. The children cheered wildly. Was it the gerbil? Was this how all of the other
doomed creatures entered as well? Is this the key to their deaths? Orâ€”has this gerbil been reincarnated? We
heard about some dead gerbils earlier. Or, have the children, cheering, interpreted the new gerbil as the
product of their teacher embracing Helen? It is perfect in its obscurity. The story has already done its
workâ€”it has created a feeling in the reader. Stories are, unto themselves, actions. For this reader, this one
does something every time.
8: A brief survey of the short story part Donald Barthelme | Books | The Guardian
Donald Barthelme, a short story writer and novelist whose minimalist style placed him among the leading innovative
writers of modern fiction, died of cancer yesterday in Houston at the University.

9: Donald Barthelme - Wikipedia
It was in my late teens that I fell for Donald Barthelme. No passing adolescent fancy this, but a palpitating obsession of
the first water. In his essay The Beards, Jonathan Lethem writes of.
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